
Monitor Light Bar Blitzwolf BW-CML2, RGB Ref: 5907489607322
Monitor Light Bar Blitzwolf BW-CML2, RGB

RGB Monitor Lamp
The BlitzWolf RGB monitor lamp will add a whole new atmosphere to your gaming experience and increase your comfort. It features an
adjustable color temperature range of 2700K-6500K, and also allows you to adjust the brightness.
 
Customize the color to your liking
The lamp has 15 light modes, so you can adjust it perfectly to your needs and create a real gaming atmosphere in your own home.
 
Adjust color temperature and brightness
You can control  the color  temperature between 2700K-6500K,  as  well  as  the brightness.  Cold  light  is  best  for  working,  warm light  for
relaxing, and mixed light for reading. Choose the right one for you depending on the situation.
 
Perfect design
The lamp has a specially designed design that makes the lamp light fall in such a way to reduce the flickering of light from the monitor,
and also to eliminate glare. It makes your eyes less tired and you can work longer and more comfortably.
 
Touch control
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You can control the lamp with a touch panel. With one touch you can switch the lamp on and with a double touch you can switch it off.
With a short press, you can adjust the brightness and with a longer press you can adjust the colour temperature. A short touch turns on
the RGB modes (15 modes) and a long touch turns them off.
 
Easy and quick installation
The lamp is quick and easy to mount. It is ideal for monitors with a thickness of 15-25mm. How to do it? First clean the surface of the
monitor.  Then  peel  off  the  adhesive  protection  and  stick  the  plate  in  the  middle  of  the  monitor  (the  side  must  be  on  the  side  of  the
monitor). Then put one end of the USB cable through the bottom of the bracket and adjust the plate.
 
	Model
	BW-CML2
	Power
	7.5W
	Dimensions
	2x460mm
	Brightness
	300Lux-1000Lux
	CRI
	Ra ＞ 85
	Input
	DC 5V / 2A
	Operating temperature range
	-10°C ~ 45°C
	Color temperature
	2700K-6500K
	LED light source
	2835 diodes

Price:

€ 31.00

Lifestyle&Outdoor, Lighting, Office lamps
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